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ALMOST GLOBAL EX ISTENCE IN  THE PLANE WAVE-  
NONL INEAR D IELECTRIC  INTERACTION PROBLEM 
F. BLOOM 
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115, U.S.A. 
Al~traet--The problem of the time evolution of the electromagnetic field in a plane wave propagating 
into a nonlinear dielectric, with nontrivial conduction vector governed by a nonlinear Ohm's law is 
considered. For the relevant, associated, inhomogeneous quasifinear hyperbolic system of balance laws, 
with associated periodic initial data, we establish the following result on almost global existence, in time, 
for solutions of the initial-value problem: either for sufficiently small initial data the maximal time of 
existence too of a C I solution is infinitely large or, for t® finite, no matter how small, but finite, the initial 
data is taken, for all initial data which are sufficiently small, to is bounded below by a function of the 
initial data which increases without bound as the magnitude of the data goes to zero. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In previous work [1] we considered the propagation ofa plane wave pulse into a nonlinear dielectric 
under the assumption that the dielectric was not a perfect nonconductor and that the conduction 
vector, denoted by J, was given by a simple nonlinear Ohm's law; under these conditions it was 
demonstrated that singularities form in the propagating electromagnetic wave provided the initial 
gradients of the electromagnetic fields in the wave are positive and, pointwise, sufficiently large. 
The analysis in Ref. [1] pointed, tentatively, to the fact that nonlinear conduction currents, in a 
nonlinear dielectric, may provide a natural dissipative mechanism in the plane wave-dielectric 
interaction problem; in this paper we will take the above premise one step further down the path 
to a global existence result by deriving a lower bound for the life span of a classical solution to 
the relevant initial value problem for the case of periodic initial data. 
In many ways the present paper is in the spirit of a broad range of recent work detailing the 
effect of dissipative mechanisms on the evolution of solutions to quasilinear hyperbolic partial 
differential equations and integro-partial differential equations, and systems, which arise in various 
areas of classical nonlinear continuum physics [2-15]; the papers cited here deal with different types 
of dissipation which arise in theories of viscoelasticity (for both solid and fluid bodies), heat 
conduction with memory, materials with fading memory and nonlinear thermoelasticity and 
nonlinear thermoviscoelasticity, andemploy either energy arguments based on a priori  estimates, 
methods from the theory of dynamical systems, the theory of characteristics and Riemann 
invariants arguments or, in some cases, e.g. Refs [4, 5], combinations of these varied approaches. 
Some of the references indicated above are concerned with establishing the breakdown, in finite 
time, of classical solutions to the relevant evolution equations, under appropriate conditions on 
the constitutive functions involved, and the initial data, while the remaining works establish the 
global existence, in time, of classical solutions and, in most cases, also provide detailed information 
on the asymptotic behavior of solutions as the time t ~ + oo. Our present work is also, at least 
partially, in the spirit of recent work on almost global existence for nonlinear wave equations 
[16-20], where lower bounds are established for the life span of classical solutions to hyperbolic 
equations in three space dimensions; ome of the work in these references may extend to classical 
solutions of initial-value problems for wave-dielectric interactions in the three-dimensional c se 
but that is not a matter that we concern ourselves with in the present paper. 
It is well-known that plane electromagnetic waves propagating in nonlinear dielectric materials 
usually develop shock singularities in finite time; such results are detailed in Refs [21-29] and are 
analogous to the similar results which exist for one-dimensional problems in nonlinear elasticity 
[30-32]. In all previous work on the plane wave-nonlinear dielectric interaction, the dielectric 
medium was considered to be a perfect nonconductor f electricity, i.e. the conduction vector J
was, a priori, taken to be identically equal to zero; an exception to this situation is the recent work 
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of the author [1] in which J was assumed to be given by a simple nonlinear Ohm's law with 
field-dependent conductivity. If nonlinear conduction currents are introduced into the model, as 
in Ref. [1], we find that as in previous work related to damping mechanisms in continuum 
mechanics, e.g. Ref. [6], singularities form in the solution if the gradients of the initial field variables 
are, pointwise, sufficiently large; the suspicion which then naturally arises is that singularities will 
form if and only if the initial data is sufficiently large, in an appropriate sense, and that the right 
constitutive hypotheses, relative to J, might lead to a situation wherein nonlinear conduction 
currents generate sufficient dissipation to stabilize plane waves if the initial fields in the wave are 
sufficiently small. Indeed, in referring to the problem of plane wave-dielectric interaction, Broer 
[24] expressed the opinion that "in reality the solution of the physical problem may be univalent 
throughout. This means that there must be an effect not described by (our equations (4) below, 
with ~ - 0) which becomes operative whenever waves teepen. An analogous situation exists in the 
theory of nonlinear acoustics.., where the neglected effects are viscosity and heat conduction. In 
the optical case the wave propagation will certaintly be rendered univalent by some dissipative 
process not included in the field equations, which admit an energy equation without dissipation. 
There is at present no theory of this effect." As already indicated above, our aim in this paper will 
be to take yet one more step towards the goal of showing that appropriate nonlinear conduction 
currents may be capable of providing the dissipative mechanism hinted at by Broer [24]; we do 
this by establishing, via a Riemann invariants analysis, a result which says, in essence, that if a 
locally (in time) defined classical solution to the relevant initial-value problem does not, for 
sufficiently small initial data (i.e. small gradients of the initial fields), exist for all time, then the 
life span of the solution must, at least, be bounded from below by a function of the initial data 
which grows, without bound, as the magnitude of the initial data shrinks to zero. 
The Riemann invariants analysis which we employ is a variant of one which seems to have been 
used for the first time by Nishida [33] to establish the global existence of solutions to initial-value 
problems for damped quasilinear hyperbolic systems; a very similar analysis was subsequently 
employed by Nobel [34] to obtain global existence for the same problem modified by the addition 
of a prescribed forcing term. The Riemann invariants approach for our problem appears to be 
self-limiting and it has not been possible to obtain a desired global existence theorem without 
imposing conditions, on the constitutive function for J, that are overly restrictive and which seem 
to be physically unrealizable; such restrictions are, in essence, what are needed to strengthen the 
basic a prior i  estimate of Section 3 of this paper so as to enable the local solution to be extended, 
via additional a priori  estimates on derivatives, to a solution which exists globally in time. There 
is good reason to believe that the global existence problem for the model of wave-dielectric 
interaction which we study here can be successfully attacked by using a variant of the energy 
argument of Matsumura [36]; this approach as the advantage of not being tied to one space 
dimension and could, therefore, possibly be used to advantage tostudy wave-dielectric interactions 
in two and three dimensions. Variants of the energy argument of Matsumura have been successfully 
employed in Refs [7, 12, 13, 15,37,40] to establish global existence results for a variety of 
quasilinear hyperbolic problems of classical, nonlinear, continuum physics. 
2. THE WAVE PROPAGATION MODEL 
Let f~ _ R 3 be either a bounded or unbounded open domain which is occupied by a nonlinear 
isotropic dielectric substance; we will assume that our material may be modelled by constitutive 
relations of the following general form: for x ~ f~, t > 0 
D(x, t) = ~[E(x, t)]E(x, t), B(x, t) = #[H(x, t)]H(x, t), (1) 
where B denotes the magnetic field, H the magnetic intensity, E the electric field, and D the electric 
induction (or displacement field). In general, D = E0E + P(E), where E0 is the permittivity of free 
space and P is the polarization vector. For t > 0, it is assumed that Maxwell's equations hold 
throughout I), i.e. 
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f 0B 
0--t- = -cur l  E, div B = 0 
(2) 
0D 
J + -~- = curl H, div D = 0 
where p = p(x, t) is the free charge density and J is the conduction vector. For many dielectrics 
it is reasonable to assume that #(H) = ~ where the constant ~ is the permeability of free space 
and we shall do so in all that follows. We will also restrict our attention to the situation in which 
~+-{x=(x ,y ,z ) lx>O}.  We assume that a linearly polarized plane wave of the form 
E[0, E(x, t), 01, D = [0, D(x, t), 0], B = [0, 0, B(x, t)], and H = [0, 0, H(x, t)] is propagating into ~; 
the net effect of such an assumption is that the constitutive relations (1), with #(/-/) =/to, reduce 
to the system of scalar equations 
D(x, t) = f[E(x, t)]E(x, t) =- D[E(x, t)] 
B(x, t) = poll(x, t) (3) 
where we have set g ( ( )= [(0, (, 0)], ¥( ~R 1. If we assume that D ' ( ( )> 0, ¥( e R 1, then equation 
(31) may be inverted and we produce the form of the constitutive relations which will be used 
throughout he remainder of this paper, namely 
E(x, t) = I:[D(x,/)], H(x, t)= lB (x ,  t). (3') 
In view of our assumption that D'(() > 0, V( e R 1, I:'(() > 0, ¥( E R 1 but we will, in fact, use a 
slightly stronger assumption on E' in what follows. Also, by virtue of equation (3), 
E(x, t) = g.{E[D(x, t)]}-lO(x, t) =. d~[D(x, t)]D(x, t). 
We now further assume that the conduction vector J is given by a simple, nonlinear Ohm's 
law of the form J = a(E)E, with a( ' )  of class C 1, and that the free charge density p is negligible. 
In view of our assumptions relative to the form of the propagating plane wave, 
J = {0, ~[E(x, t)]E(x, t), 0} where we have set ~(~) = [(0, (, 0)], Y~ eRl ;  the equation expressing 
conservation of charge, namely, Op/Ot + V. J  = 0 is trivially satisfied and our constitutive hypoth- 
esis (Y), coupled with MaxweU's equations (2), and our assumption of plane wave propagation, 
then yield the following system of evolution equations: 
OD 1 c~B OB , dD 
d----[ + m --Ox = - ~ (D); -~- + E (D) ~ = 0, (4) 
where I~(D)= #[E(D)] E(D). Under the assumption that E'((), V( ~ R I, system (4) is a hyperbolic 
balance law of the form 
+~xx(U)=g(u); u= f(u)=(B/u°~ - D) 
' \E (D) J '  g(u)= . 
(5) 
The matrix Vf(u) has real distinct eigenvalues 
and, thus, the system has associated with it characteristic families of curves in the x, t plane defined 
by the nonlinear ordinary differential equations 
dx N/I:[D__~ t)] 
d___~ = _T- 
For the case in which a - 0 =~ ~ = 0, equation (4) reduces to a standard 2 x 2 system of quasilinear 
hyperbolic equations [i.e. equation (5) in a conservation law], and it is well-known that singularities 
will develop in the derivatives of solutions to initial-value problems for such systems even if the 
data is smooth small, and compactly supported [30-32]. However, no nonlinear dielectric is ever 
a perfect nonconductor and it can, therefore, be expected that J will, for many realistic materials, 
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be given in fact by a simple, nonlinear Ohm's law of the type we have prescribed above; except 
for the author's analysis in Ref. [1], J has, a priori, been set equal to zero in all previous work on 
plane wave-nonlinear dielectric interactions, i.e. Refs [21-28]. 
We now introduce into the analysis the pair of Riemann Invariants associated with the system 
(4), namely, 
{ r (x , t )=-~B(x , t )+fo~X'°~ d~ s(x,t)= 1D(x,t)+ fa (x . , )E~)d(  (6) 
do ~/ #o 
and we set 
Then, the symbols 
2(x, t) = -~/E'[D(x,  t)]/#0, v(x, t) = ~/E'[D(x, t)]/#0. (7) 
• d ~ , 0 O 
= (3t +2(X' t)~xx ' =Ot x v(x,t)-~x , (8) 
denote the directional derivatives along the characteristics defined, respectively, as solutions of the 
equations dx/dt = {[2(x, t)]/[v(x, t)]}. If we combine system (4), with the definitions of r, s, and 
expression (8), we easily find that any sufficiently smooth solution of (4) must satisfy the system 
By virtue of system (6), 
{ r'(x,t)=JE'[D~'t)]~,[D(x,t)] y(O d~ 5,, [D(x, t)]. s'(x, t)= 4 - - - - -~  (9) 
I? 
x ,  t)  
r(x, t) -- s(x, t) = 2 d( =- q(x, t) 
where q = #[D(x, t)] satisfies q ' ( r )> 0, Vx ~RI; thus we may define an inverse #-~ such that 
D(x, t) = ~ -l[r(x, t) - s(x, t)]. If we now define, for x e R 1, 
• (x)=-~E'[#ii(r)]~[q-'(x)] 
then the system (9) assumes the form 
r'(x, t) = q~[r(x, t) - s(x, t)] 
s'(x, t) --~[r(x, t) - s(x, t)]. 
If, in addition, we make the obvious definitions, for x e R~: 
/E ' [#- l (x ) ] ,  ~(x) =/E ' [#- t (x ) ]  




then 2(x, t) = ~[r(x, t) - s(x, t)], v(x, t) = fir(x, t) - s(x, t)] and the relevant families of character- 
istic curves x~ (t;/~), x2(t; f12) are defined by the solutions of the initial-value problems 
f dx~ 
--~ = ~[r (x , ,  t )  - -  s (x , ,  t)]; x , (O,  f l , )  = fl, 
(13) 
dx2 
--d-/ = ~[r(x2, t) - s(x2,  t)]; x~(0,/~2) =/~2. 
Along the solution curves of system (13), system (11) reduces to the pair of ordinary differential 
equations 
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d r [x, (t, fl, ), t] = ff~ {r Ix, (t, fl, ), t] - s [Xl (t, fl,), t]} 
d (14) 
dt s[x2(t, f12), t] = - ff~ {r[x2(t, f12), t] - s[x2(t, f12), t]}. 
We assume that we have associated with the system (1 l), initial conditions of the form 
r(x, 0) = r0(x), s(x, O) = So(X), x >>. 0 (15) 
with r0 ('), so ( ' )  of class C ~ and periodic in x, for x > 0; then, in a standard fashion we may extend 
r(. ,  t) s(. ,  t), r0(" ), and s0(') to all of R l (in such a manner that the extended initial data is periodic 
and of class C ~ for x~R t) and we may consider the initial-value problem (11), (15) for 
-oo  <x< ~,  t>0.  
We now state the formal constitutive hypotheses relative to 6'(.), ~(-) which will apply in the 
analysis that follows: we shall assume that 6"(.)~ C3(RI), ~( . )~ C2(R ~) and that 
6"[1]: q~0 > 0 such that 6"(~)/> ~0 > 0, ~/~ ~ R~; 
6'[2]: For l - -2 ,  3, ~ constants kt > 0 such that 
16"~(~)1 <
~[1]: ~(0) > 0; 
~[2]: For l = 0, 1. ~ constants Kt > 0 such that 
I I sup ~ [(g(()] ~< Kt; ~eg~ 
[5t]: 30t > 0 such that 
Remarks 
q sup 6",({)2 [#~(6")]¢~o -<~*. 
~eRl 
We will also make use of the condition 8(0) = 0; this follows directly from the explicit form of 
system (3'), i.e. 
E[D(x, t)] = g{E[D(x, t)]-~D(x, t)) 
Example 2.1 
For all ( e R I we take (() = (e0 + E2(2)~ and 8(() = ~ exp(-~2), where E0 > 0, E2 > 0 and tro > 0. 
Clearly, E'(() = E0 + 3E2( 2 I> eo > 0, V( e R I, and ~(0) = tro > 0 so E[1] and ~[l] are trivially satisfied. 
Also, V( e R i 
f IE"(OI= 6E21(I = k2(() E'(~) '/2 ~/E0 + 3E2~ 2
I E"(()I 6e2 
E,(()l/----------~ = x/e0 + 3e2( 2 --= k3((). 
(16) 
Clearly, k22(()--,0 as [([--,0, k2(()- - ,2x/~2 as I~1~,  while k3(()'-~6E2/%//~ as I~1~0 and 
k3(() ~ oo. As E'(() is finite for all (, 0 < I < oo, it is clear that ~ [2] is satisfied for some constants 
k~ > 0, l = 2, 3 (which we do not bother to explicitly calculate here). From the assumed form of 
~(() we find that 
~-~ [~(~)] = Oo exp(-~2)[1 - 2~ 2] - K,(~) 
d2 (17) 
d-~ [~e(~)l -ao exp(-~2)[6~ - 4~ 3] - g~(~). 
C.A.M.W.A. I M~4~=-F 
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It is clear that both $ (0, K2 (c) are well-behaved (finite) as 16 ]+ 0, and I[ I+ co and can not 
blow-up for any finite c, 0 < I C ) < co, so that 8[2] is satisfied for some constants K, > 0, I= 1,2 
which we again do not bother to explicitly calculate here. From system (17*) we have, V[ E RI, 
d= 
E’= (C ) dEZ [Ed El I E,, = o,W)$ E2(Oexp[--E2(01P - 2E2(Ol = -2~oN)ev[-Q(~)l, (18) 
where 
-C 
p(c) = c(%+ ~2t=)kO+ 3c2c2)=[3 - 2t=@O+ E2c2)=1 
e<r> = 5=k3 + c21212. 
As ][]-)a~, P(C)exp[-Q(C)]+0 while P(C)exp[-Q(C)]+O, as ll;]-0, and is finite for 
0 < ]c 1-z 00; thus 3dE > 0 such that hypothesis [a,] is satisfied. 
We now take note of the fact that our hypotheses relative to E(-) and 8( .) imply the following. 
Lemma 2.1 
Suppose that @(rc), /T(k) are defined by system (10) and (12), respectively, and that hypotheses 
E[l], [2], C[l], [2] and [BE] hold; then 
(i) @(O) = 0; G’(O) < 0, 
(ii) ;ff I@“(k)] < a*, @* > 0 (constant), 
(iii) 3 constants 1* > 0, Iz * > 0 such that Vk E R ’ 
x’(k) 
Ifi(k)1 >A* and, fin <A’. 
I I 
Proof. Directly from system (10) 
G(O) = 
But, 
so that k = 0 *t = 0 (as E’ > 0); in other words, 
fl-l(O)=0 and O(O)= -$mx(O)= -&m&[E(O)]E(O) 
Pa 
so E(0) = 0 a O(0) = 0 and the first part of condition (i) is established. To estabish the second part 




&i-‘(k)=; E,Ltj_,tk)l F 
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SO 
Combining the results above we easily find that 
But, 
so a’(O) = -fZ(O)E’(O) < 0 as r?(O) > 0 by hypothesis Z[l]; this establishes the second part of 
condition (i) and also shows that ] G’(O)1 is controlled by the magnitude of the product a(O)E’(O). 
Now, directly from the definition of X(K), and E[l]: 
,j(,),=JE;~>&&, V~CER’. 
Also, 
P(K) = -i~;‘/~{[E(i)l-‘“~“(r)}(=~_‘(~~~ = -$~‘[tj-‘(K)]-‘E[fl-‘(K)], V’K E R', 
as 
$ tj -I(K) = fp;/‘E’[tj -‘(ic)]-‘. 
therefore, VK E R', 
= &4/2 lE”W(~)ll<~ 
E’[rj -‘(Ic)]~‘~ ’ 4 J 
~IW-‘(K)~~<~~~ rrZI 
c,, E’[rj -‘(K)]“~ ’ 4A* ’ 
where we have used E[l], E[2] and the definition of 1 *. The above calculations establish part (iii) 
of Lemma 2.1 and so we now turn to part (ii). If we set 
then 
@*(c)z --* ; JE’oc(I), CeR’ (19) 
P0 
d+* Q(K) = a*[@ -‘(‘c)] so W(K) = - 
dtj -l(x) 
*- 
d[ r=4-‘(r) drc 
and 
However, a direct calculation shows that 
while 
= &E’[rj -I(K)]-’ (21) 
d2ti -’ 
-Q-= 
I,2 E”[ij -‘(K)] drj-’ 
-$clll 
I E’[lj -I(K)] 
E’[tj -‘(K)]3’2 dK *- = -“A E’[tj-‘(K)]2’ (22) 
From equation (19), the definition of Z(i), c E R', equations (21), (22) and (20) we find, after a 
lengthy but straightforward calculation, that 
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. 
*"(") = Le [,i-'(,,)]':2J ~~J{e(c)<~te(¢)])I,:~-,<., 
d 2 - 3 E'[iiE"[q -'(x)l_,(x)] '12" d-~d { E(t,')O [E(O]} Ic =,~-,(,<)- 2E'[q-'(x)]3a-~-~{E(I:,)O[E(O]}I~:4_,(,). (23) 
Therefore, by virtue of hypotheses E[ I ] -  [2], 0[2], and [OE] for all x e R ~ 
8 ( 1  [ IE"(OI-P 1 [ I E"(OIl ) 
E'[,~ '(,~)] ~ 
IE"(OI 2 supi <o: d_D~iEe(E)IIE< ° + 3K i % i i~+ E,[i~_i(#c)]il 2 ~;~R, 
\Eo 3/2 + ~0 + 3Kik2 + Eo~/--- i OE (24) 
or 
sup I ~"(~)1 -< 'it'* (25) 
~cER I 
where 
I/2 2 1 _#o V__/k2 k3"~ 2 
q~* = -~- L¥"o t%--~ + ; )  + 3Klk2 + E~7~ 0E 
and part (ii) of Lemma 2.1 has been established. [] 
We close this section by rewriting system (11) in more illuminating form that Is suggested, 
directly, by parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.1. In fact, by virtue of our smoothness a sumptions relative 
to E(.) and 0(.), the definition of ~(. )  and part (i) of Lemma 2.1, for any x eR~: 
• (~) = ½~K + -~ [~(~)]. ~2 (26) 
where ~ = 2~'(0) < 0 and, for x > 0, 0 </~(x) < x, while for x < 0, x < #(k) < 0. If we set 
then system (11) assumes the form 
~(k) = --~ [#x(x)]k 2 (27) 
f ot r'=~(r --s)+ ~(r --s) 
(28) 
s = ---~(r -- s) -- ~V(r -- s) 
and we still have associated initial data of the form (15) for - oo < x < oo. One further elementary 
result will be useful: suppose we set 
~(x) = ~'(x),  Vx eR ' .  (29) 
From systems (26) and (27) and the definition of 
~(~) = ~'(x)  - ~'(0) - ~"[~*(~)]k 
for some #*, 0 < #'(x) < x [or x < #*(k) < 0]. Therefore, by part (ii) of Lemma 2.1 
t~(x) l  <¢* lx l ,  vx ~R ~. (30) 
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3. LOCAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS: BASIC A PRIORI ESTIMATE 
We will prove, in this section, a fundamental a priori estimate for local (in time) solutions of 
the initial-value problem (28) and (15). If we simply take note of the fact that problem (28), i.e. 
a r 0 ( IT(r - s) ats+ 0 -~(9-,))~(I)=(-~I:I:1) 
is a quasi-linear symmetric hyperbolic system, then extant results on local existence of solutions 
to initial-value problems for such systems (e.g. Kato [38]) may be applied so as to conclude the 
following. 
Theorem 3.1 
Let r,,(a), s,,(a) be periodic and of class C’ for -cc < x < co and assume that the constitutive 
functions r?( *), E( *) are of class C2 and C3, respectively, on R’ with E( .) satisfying hypothesis E[l]. 
Then there exists a t, > 0 such that the initial-value problem (28) and (15) has a unique smooth 
solution r, s E C’(R’ x [0, t,)]). Furthermore, if t, < 00 then for some x E R’, 
lim [Ir,(x, t)” +s,(x, t)l] = +oo. 
r-r, 
We now state and prove the following. 
Lemma 3.1 
Let [r(x, t), s(x, t)] be the unique, local C’ solution of problem (28) and (15) on R’ x [0, t,); 
then 3r > 0 such that for each x E R’ and t E [0, t,) 
IW t)l + I+, t)l G (Irol + I~ol)expWm)9 IhI = s~~lro(x)l~ Id = ~~RII~I~D(~)II.~ (31) 
Proof. Along the characteristic urves defined by system (13), r(x, t), s(x, t) satisfy the pair of 
ordinary differential equations (14) ‘which, in view of (26) and (27) we may write in the form 
1 
$ rM, PI), tl = i {[rk BA tl - WY BA tl> + ~YrMt, BA tl - sh(t, 8A tl> 
$slx,(r, 821, tl = -4 {rb2(t9 PA tl -4x2(x, 82)9 tl> - ~Yr[x2(t, B2), tl - sbdt, B2), tl> 
(32) 
where Y(r -s) =f@“[p(r -s)](r -s)‘, by (27). We rewrite these equations in the form 
I 
zr(x, t)-:r(x, t)= -qs(x, t)+ Y[r(x, t)-s(x, t)] 
$s(x,t)-is(x,t)=-ir(x,t)-!P[r(x,t)--s(x,t)] 
(33) 
where in equation (33,), x = x,(t, j?,), while in equation (33,), x = x2(t, #I*). Using the obvious 
integrating factor in equation (33), and then integrating the resulting ordinary differential equations 
along the respective characteristics, x = x,(t, 8,) and x = x2(t, /12), from r = 0 to r = t < t,, we 
have 
exp rMf, /A), tl -rob%) = -i ~~exp(-~r)sIx,(r,81),1ld~ 
Y’{r[-%(r, PI), 71 - $4~ PII, zl> d7 (34) 
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and 
( )  ;o(~) a ot --~r r[x2(t, fl2),v]dz exp -~ t s[x2(t, f12), t] - So(fl2) = -~ exp 
fo(~) + exp- iv  tP{r[x2(z, fl2),z]-s[x2(z, fl~),z]}dz. (35) 
Therefore, for t < too, 
exp -~t  [r[x,(t, fl,),t]l~<lro(fl)l+ t~1 [" - i  Aexp  r Is[xl(t, fll),z]ldr 
f0 (;) + exp - • I~'{r[x~(~,#,),r]-s[x,(~,B,),~l}ld~ (36) 
and 
exp t Is[x2(t, f12), t]l ~< Iso(fl2)l + Jo exp~-g  r)Ir[x2(t, f12), 'r]l dr 
fo(~) + exp -~r  ItI'{r[x2(z, fl2),~]-s[x2(z, fl2),r]}ldz. (37) 
Let B 0 = Bo([ro[, Isol) be bound for sup[It(x, t)[ + is(x, t)l] on [0, too); then by equation (27) and 
part (ii) of Lemma 2.1 
[ ~V[r(x, t) - s(x, t)][ ~< ½~*Bo[Ir(x, t)l + Is(x, t)l], 0 ~ t ~< t~. (38) 
Use of inequality (38) in equations (35) and (36) then yields, for t e [0, too) 
( ),r[x,(t, °t I°tlf ' ( - -2 z) dr exp --~t fll)'t]l<<'lr°l+ 2 Jo exp Is[x,(z, fl.),r][ 
fo(~) +½~*Bo exp -~T {[r[xl(z, fl~),z]I+ls[x~(z, fl ),z]l}dz (39) 
(~) ( )  exp --~t Is[x2(t, fl2),t]l<<.lsol+ I~1 ~' -2  r dr 2 J0 exp Ir[x2(r, f12), r]l 
Io (:), +½~*B0 exp-  z Ir[x2(~,fl2),z]l+ls[x2(v, fl2),v]l}dv. (40) 
Setting 
N(t) = sup exp -~ t I r(x, t)l, S(t) = supexp -~t  Is(x, t) l (41) 
X 
and B~ = ½0*Bo, we ~ then have, directly from expressions (39) and (40) 
{ °xP(-~t/'r'~'~"'""~"~'~°' ~; '~' fo '~''~"~ ~4~, 
exp - i t  Is[x2(t, fl2), t]l <<. lsol 2 .1o 
for 0 ~< t ~< t®. By virtue of the periodicity of the initial data, and thus of the locally defined solution 
[r(x, t), s(x, t)], for any t = t, 3~,  x2 such that 
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and 
R(t)=exp-~t r(~,,t)l 
S(/) =exp -~t  Is(~2, t)l. 
Choosing t~1 = fl*(t),/t2 = fl2*(t) such that ~ = x~[t, fli'(t)], ~ = x~[t, *2(0] we then have for any 
t < too 
Therefore, if in expression (42) we choose #l = #*(t) and #: = #*(t), respectively, we obtain ihe 
estimates 
+ dr + B, [R(z) + S(T)] dr R(t) ~< Ir01 2 J0 f~ 
, (43)  
S(t) ~< Is01 + 1=12 j0r/t R(z) dr + B I d0r| [R(z) + S(Q] dr. 
Setting W(t) = R(t) + S(t) and adding the estimates in expression (43) we have 
W(t)<~(lrol+lSol)+(L~-+2B,)f:w(t)dz (44) 
from which expression (31) follows, with F = 2B~ = ~*B0, as a consequence of Gronwall's Lemma, 
the definitions of R(t), S(t), and the fact that = < 0; we note that F depends, in general, on the 
initial data It01, Is01, on too and on the bound ~* for 
sup I ¢"  (x) I, 
K~R 1 
but not on ct = 2¢'(0). [] 
4. LOWER BOUND FOR THE LIFE SPAN too 
In this section we establish, for the case where let I is sufficiently large, a lower bound for the 
life span of a classical solution to the initial-value problem (28) and (15); we will, in fact, prove 
that the following theorem is valid. 
Theorem 4.1 
Let [r(x, t),s(x, t)] be a C 1 solution of the initial-value problem (28), (15) on R lx  [0, t=), 
where [0, too) is the maximal interval of existence given by the local existence theorem of 
Section 3. Then for 
one of the following statements must obtain: 
(i) too = ~ for W0 + W~ sufficiently small, where 
I W0 = sup [Ir0(x)l + Is0(x)l] 
.~ x 
W0 I - sup [Ir~(x)l + I'0(x)l] 
x 
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or  
(ii) t < m for arbitrarily small, but finite I4/0 + W~, in which case either 
or  
1 t lim W0 exp(2Ft~o) = - -  
Wo + w~o+ 22 * 
t~ ~> 2~,Bo ln(2T, Wff 1 )
for all initial data with Wo + W~ sufficiently small. 
Proof We differentiate the first relation in system (28) with respect 
r'= r, + £(r - s)rx: 




to x, recalling that 
(47) 
+~" r , , -  ~+~" Sx. (48) 
Now, s '=  st +/~sx = s '+ 2/~Sx, as s'= s, + fsx and f = -~.  But [second relation in system (28)], 
s '= -cx/2(r - s) - 7.'(r - s) so s '= - r (  Thus, r '+ s '= 2)~sx. Also, s ' -  s'= -2~.Sx so 
r'-- s '= (r'-- s') + (s'-- s') = ~(r - s) + 2~ - 2)~sx 
from which it follows that 
%v 1 
Sx= ~ (r - s) +-~ -~ (r'- s'). 
We rewrite equation (48) now in the form 
rx+(;~,r,,--~--IP)rx=(Lrx ~ ~Plsx 
(49) 
(50) 
where we have used the fact that/~, = -~, and the definition ~(x)= ~'(x), r ~ R ~. Substituting 
for Sx in equation (50), from equation (49), we find that 
-;-,), 
){" " '  } = ( r - s )+ 'e rx-2-- 2 i+ 'e  2 -3 ( r - s )+7: -~( r -s ' ) .  
If we set 
(51) 
(52) 
~ ' -Z  
+ -1" (53) 
then 




• L h =~ (r ' -s ')  
and equation (51) becomes 
tThe t l~rvm may b¢ strengthened, in a simple fashion, so as to eliminate the choice betwcen equation (45) and (46) and 
to, in effect, ¢atabliah the lower bound (46), for sufficiently small W0 + W0 ~ , with 2" replaced by, possibly larger, positive 
constant 2**; this is the content of the Corollary 4.1. 
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or  
r '~+h'r~+ Lrx -~-~-2- -~( r - s ) - -~g rx= ~+~ 2-~(r -s )+-~-~h"  . (54) 
We now make the following definitions: 
a(o l ; r - s ) -~+ ~(r -s )+ 2--- ~( r - s ) -  ~P( r - s )  (55a) 
Gt 
b(Qt; r -- s) --= ~ -t- ~( r  -- s) (55b) 
. ~e(r  - s )  
c(~; r -- s) -- 2-~ (r -- s) + ~ (55c) 
where ~ = £(r - s), ~, = ~,(r - s). We note that a = b + ~,c. With definitions (55) we may rewrite 
equation (54) in the form 
• ( , )  r" +hr~+(~, r~-a) rx=-b  c -~h"  . (56) 
Multiplying equation (56) through by exp[h(r - s ) ]  then yields 
1 , h (ehrx)" + (~,rx-- a)ehrx = --b (c  -- ~ h )e  . (57) 
We now set 
and 
d(~; r - s) = b(~t; r - s )c  (o~; r - s)exp[h(r  - s)] 
where f ( ( )  = exp[h (()]; then 
g'(ot; r - s) = 
fo -" "~,(~)' o~ g(a ;  r - s)  = b(a ,  ~) f  (~)  .~ 
b(ot; r - s) b(ot; r - s ) f ' ( r  - s) (r" - s') = • f ' ( r  - s) 




#(t)  =/ J , ( t)  +/~2(t) 
so that along the characteristic x = ~(t ,  flJ, equation (61) reads, for 0 ~< t < t~ 




p ( t ) = exp{ h [r (x, t) - s(x,  t)]} Ix=~,(,,#,)rx[x~( t, ~,), t] (62a) 
n(t )  =/~r[r(x, t) -- s(x, t)]lx=,,(,.#,)rx[xl(t, 80, t] -- a[~t; r(x, t) -- s(x, t)] Ix=,,(,.#,) (62b) 
#l(t)  = g[~; r(x, t) - s(x, /)]lx=~,(,,#,) (62c) 
/~2(t) = -d [~;  r(x, t) - s(x, t)]lx=~,(,,#0 (62d) 
b(~; r - s) 
exp[h(r - s)]h" (r - s) (60) 
= /~r(r - s) 
and so, with the definitions, above, of  d(~; r - s )  and g(~; r - s ) ,  equation (57) becomes 
(ehrx)" -1- (,(rrx -- a)ehrx = g'--  d. (61) 
We want to integrate quation (61) along the characteristic curve x = x~ (t, fl~); to this end we now 
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Integrating (63) along the characteristic x = x,(t, ill) from t = 0 up to t < too we obtain 
[fo ];o [fo 1 p(t)=p(O)exp- rr(T)dr + #(s )exp-  n(~)dr ds. (64) 
From definition (55a) and the fact that ~ > 0 
-a(~;r - s) = ~-[l  + ~ (r - s)l + (~ ) ,(r - s)-  ~ (r - s). (65) 
Now, for 0 ~< t < t~, 
(~) ~(r - s) <,. ~2*4*(,rl + lsl)2 <<. ½2*4*W2exp(2Ftoo) (66) 
and 
I~(r - s ) l  ~< 4*[Ir(x, t)l + Is(x, t)l] ~< 4*W0 exp(rt~) (67) 
(66) follows from part (iii) of Lemma 2.1, expressions (27) and (31) while 
But, for 0 ~< t < to~ 
Therefore, for 0 ~< t < too 
I> --(1+ -~-)4*W0 exp(2Ft~). 
] (~) ( r -  s)<<.2*(Irl+lsl)<<.2*Woexp(2Ft~) (70) 
so from (65) we have, for 0 ~< t < too 
-a(~;r-s)>.~-[1-2*Woexp(2rt~)]-(l+~)4*Woexp(2rtoo). (7,) 
However, by hypothesis, I~1/> (1 + 2/2*)4* so -(1 + 2*/2)4*/> -I~t 1/22" and (71) becomes 
-a(ot;r-s)>~L~--[1-22*Woexp(2Ft~) 1 (72) 
for 0 ~< t < too. As this last result holds along the characteristic x = x, (t, fl~), for 0 ~< t < too, we 
obtain from equation (62b) the estimate 
rc(t)>~f~r[r(x,t)--s(x,t)]lx=~,,,.~l)'rx[X,(t, fll),t]+~-[1--2J.*Woexp(2Ft~) 1. (73) 
Suppose now that too < oo, irregardless of how small we take W0 + W0 ~ and that equation (45) 
is not satisfied. We will assume that 
too < 2T ,  B0 In (2--~, Wo I) (74, 
for arbitrarily small, but nonzero, W0 + W 1 and will establish a contradiction by showing that 
3~ > 0 such that for W0 + W 1 < e, condition (74) leads to the conclusion that, in fact, too = oo, i.e. 
for Wo + Wo ~ sufficiently small we must have the lower bound for the life span which is given by 
equation (46) if too < oo and 
1 




expression (67) follows from conditions (29) and (31). At this stage of the proof we may, without 
loss of generality, assume that W0 < 1 so that conditions (66) and (67) imply the bounds 
{ I (~)7 / ( r -  s)<~½2*4*Woexp(2Ft~) (68) 
I~(r - s)l ~< 4*Woexp(2Ftoo). 
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and condition (74) holds then, in fact, so does equation (45). Now if, Conversely, if too < oo 
regardless of how small we take Wo + W9 ~ , 
l ( 1 )  
too<2- -~o ln  ~-~ Wo' < ~ 
then for fixed but arbitrarily small initial data, 3% > 0 such that 
1 -- 22" W0 exp(2Ftoo) = 2%/l~t I. (75) 
As shown in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
£1(x) = -¼E'[r]-'(x)]-lE"[#-l(x)], Vx eRt .  (76) 
Thus, by hypotheses E[1], and E[2] with t = 2, 
I~ , ( r - s ) l  ~< k2_;~oo. (77) 
4,/,0 
We now assume that for 0 ~< t ~< too,t 
Irx(X, t)l ~< inf -- • (78) 
(to,so) 2 
where the infineum is taken over all initial data and, of course, inf~,0J0)(%/2 ) > 0 by virtue of our 
assumption that equation (45) does not hold. Thus by conditions (75), (77), (78) and (73) 
~0 n(t)>-~-flo, O<<.t <t~ (79) 
so that for 0 ~< t < too 
f -- fon(Z)dz  ~< -flot 
o x(z) dz ~< -flo(t - s) 
and thus by equation (64) we have, for 0 ~< t ~< too 
(t) ~< p (0) exp ( -- flo t) + fo/~ (s) exp [-- flo ( t -- s)] ds P 
=p(O)exp(-flot)+ f~f~l(s)exp[-13o(t-s)]ds+ f~l~2(s)exp[-flo(t-s)]ds (80) 
where we have used equation (62). Integrating the first integral in expression (80) by parts we then 
have 
fo p(t) <~ [p(O) - ~,(0)] exp(-~ot)  + ~,(t) - 8o exp(-~ot)  ~,(s) exp(~oS) ds 
+ exp(-f lot) ~2(s) exp(floS) ds (81) 
so, for O~<t <too 
Ip(t)l ~< [[ p(O)l + I•.(0)11 exp(-f lot)  + I#t(t)[ 
(82) + flo exp(-flot) f~ l#~(s)l exp(flos) ds + exp(-[3ot) f~ l!a2(s)l exp(flos) ds. 
?This bound, of course, must (and will) be verified prior to concluding the proof. 
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From equation (62) 
p(0) = exp{h[ro(fl0 - So(fl~)]r~(fl,)}. 
But, by equation (52) and part (iii) of Lemma 2.1 
2* 2* 
Ih[ro(fll) - So(fl,)]l ~< T [Iro(fl~)l + Iso(l~0 I] ~ T"  Wo 
SO 
) Ip(0)l ~< exp -~- Wo sup Ir~(x)l ~ C,(2", I4Io) sup Ir~(x)l. 
x~R I XER I  
Also, by equations (62c) and (59) 
~otP,)-~o(~,) b(ct; ()f'(~) 
].ll (0) = g[0~; ro(flt ) -- s0(fit)] = Jo ~-~ d(. 
However, as f (~)= exp[h(~)] and, by equation (52), 





f~o(#,)-so(#,) [ b(0t; ~) [ eh(O do. l Ila'(0)l ~< 2-~ ~<--22, o.<¢.<sUPwo [Ib(~t; ~)le~°]" W° (86) 
or, by virtue of definitions (55b) and (29) 
) I~(0)1 ~< 2-- ~ +~*Wo exp Wo=-C2(l~tl,~*,Z,,2*,Wo).Wo . (87) 
Again, by equation (59) and the definitions of b(~t; ~), f(~) and h(~) 
g(~; r - s) = 2 -~"  2 + ~(~) e×p[h(~)l d~ (88) 
SO 
But 
' ]t Ig (~; r -s ) l<<. - -  sup +~( ; )  e h(O ( I r l+ls l ) .  22, o~(Irl+lsl) (89) 
¢'*Wo _ 4" 
sup I~(~)1 <.¢ '* ( I r l+ ls l )<~C'*Woexp(F t=)<~ - - -~ '~oo (90) 
0~( I r l+ ls l )  
where we have used equation (29), the a prh)ri estimate (31) and (74), which is equivalent to the 
statement that exp(Ft=) < (22" Wo)-i/2. In a similar fashion 
Irl + Isl ~< Woexp(Ft~) < ~f~,  (91) 
and 
sup exp[h (~)] ~< exp -~- ( I r I + I s ] ) ~< exp . (92) 
o~c~(Irl+lsl) 
Combining expressions (89)-(92) we have 
1 [ I~1 ¢'* ~ / ~f~Wo/~/~ ° I g (ct ; r - s ) l < -~-~ ~ ~ + -ff~ x/~o )exp l ~/- ~- / (93) 
and, therefore, by equation (62), for 0 ~< t < t= 
I/~(t)l < C3(Iot I, ¢'*, 2,, 2", Wo)" W~/2 (94) 
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where C3 has the obvious definition given by expression (93). Finally, our last set of estimates in 
this series is obtained from equations (58), (55b), (55c) and (92), namely, 
Id(g;r - s)l ~< Ib(a;r - s ) l  Ic(g;r - s ) iexpt?~ ) 
r - , ) i  + +" m ox 
[ 
72--2;) P t?~) (95)  
where we have also used expression (90). However, by equation (27) and part (ii) of the Lemma 2.1. 
1 I~I ~* 
-<' ' ( I r l+ ls l )+  I~(r-s) l~< ( I r l+ ls l )+  I r l+ls l )  2 Ic(~; r -s)l ~'22, ~,  ~ 2-~, (
Using expression (91) we now have 
~< I~ I , exp(rto~) + w02 exp(2Ft~). (96) 
22---:" er° 
,  97, Ic(~;r -s) l  <22,x/~-~; \ l+ 
Combining expressions (95) and (97) and employing the definition (62) we now have an estimate 
of the form 
I/h(t)l < C4(1~ I, @*, ),*, W0)" WA/2 (98) 
for 0 ~< t < too [where the definition of C4 may be obtained irectly from the estimates (95) and (97)]. 
Employing conditions (84), (87), (94) and (88) in (82) we easily obtain the estimate 
( ) Ip(t)l < C1 sup Ir~(x)l + C2Wo exp(-f lot)+ C3W~12+ C3+-a- 
RI 
( C4) W'/2 (99) <C~supIrr(x)l+C2Wo+ 2C3 + ~o 
for 0 ~< t < t®. From conditions (52) and (91) we have 
Ih(r-s)l<<.½A*(Irl+lsl)<~ WA/2 
so fo r0~<t<t~ ___/l ~/~ ) exp[-h(r --s)] ~< exp~ ~X/~- W~/2 =- C(~.*, Wo). (100) 
Finally, by estimates (99) and (100), and the definition of p(t), i.e. definitions (62), it follows that 
for 0~<t <too, 
Irx(x, t)l < C* sup Irr(x)l + C*Wo <. C* W'o + C* Wo <~ C*(Wo + W~) (101) 
where 
C* = CI'C (101a) 
C2 "- C2Wo "at- 2C3 -t- C (lOlb) 
C* = max(C~', C~). (101c) 
In an analogous fashion we may show that 3D*= D*(I~ I, @*, 2", I4/0)> 0 such that 
[&(x, t)l ~< D*(Wo + W~). (102) 
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From equations (101) and (102) we may conclude that 
lim (Ir~(x, t)l + Is~(x, t)l) < oo (103) 
for x • R t, from which it follows directly that t® = oo. There remains, therefore, the task of 
establishing condition (78) or, in view of the definition of fl0, i.e. definition (79), that for x • R t 
and W0 + W01 sufficiently small 
where 
Irx(x, t)l ~</~0/£o, 0 ~< t < t o (104) 
/~0 = inf fl0 > 0. 
(r0, SO ) 
Suppose, first of all, that we have 
sup Ir~(x)l < f10/2~; then 3t, 
RI 
O <<. t <~ to 
such that Irx(x, t)l </~/~ for x eR  ~, 0 ~< t ~< ?. From the first estimate in equations (101), i.e. 
[rx(x,/)1 < C* sup Ir~(x)l + C*Wo 
which now holds for x e R ~ and 0 ~< t < t, it follows from the definition of C*, C*, and the fact 
that/~0 > 0, that we may choose supR, ]r~(x)[ and W0 so small that 
C* sup Ir0~(x)l + C*Wo <<./~0/2~o 
in which case 
sup lrx(x, t)l < flo/2~o, o~<t</"  
and, therefore, by continuity supR~ I rx(x, f)l ~</~0/2~o. The argument hen continues in a standard 
fashion with f as the next initial time; this establishes the validity of condition (104) and, thus, 
equation (101) for 0 ~< t < to. An entirely analogous argument applies to s(x, t) and shows that 
condition (102) holds for x e R l, 0 ~< t < too, if supR~ [s~(x)[ and W 0 are sufficiently small. Therefore, 
for W0 + W~ sufficiently small both conditions (102) and (101) are valid, for x e R ~, 0 ~< t < too. This 
establishes the contradiction to the assumption (74) whenever equation (45) does not apply and, 
thus, also establishes the lower bound (46) for to whenever to < oo, l a[ is sufficiently large, i.e. 
I~1 >1 [1 + (2/2")]~*, and W0+ W0 t is sufficiently small. [] 
Now, suppose that 
Vr•R~'l~'(x)z(r)'-~-:" l[ < 2", that [a] ~> (1 +~. )~*  
but that equation (45) obtains, i.e. 
1 
lim W0 exp(2Fto) = - -  
Wo+ ~--.o 22*" 
If 2** > 2* then, trivially, 
I ¥xeR~, ~'f'(x) < 2"*, lal/> 1 + O* and lim W°exp(2Ft~°) •--'22"* w0+ w~0 
We therefore have the following corollary to Theorem 4.1 which, in effect, removes the pathological 
constraint imposed by the condition (45). 
Corollary 4.1 
In Theorem 4.1 suppose that t~ < oo for arbitrarily small, but finite, W0 + W0 ~ and that 2** > 0 
is any positive real number such that 
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< Vx eR '  (105) 
1 
lira W0 exp(2Fto~ ) (106) 
w0+ w~-.0 ~ 22** 
I~,>/( l  + ~**) ,* .  (107, 
Then the lower bound (46) applies, for Wo + W0 t sufficiently small, with 2" replaced by 2"*. 
Remarks 4.1 
If the a priori estimate (31) could be improved (even with a stipulation of I~l sufficiently 
large to 
Ir(x, t)l + ls(x, t)l ~ lrol + lsol, x ~ R ~, te[0, too) (31) 
then the analysis of the current paper would imply the existence of a global C t solution for I~1 
sufficiently large and W0 + W~ sufficiently small. Unfortunately, in order to obtain the much 
stronger estimate (31') very artificial constraints on the growth of • (x), x e R ~, and its derivatives, 
would have to be imposed. We note, however, that the evolution equations (4) can very easily be 
combined so as to yield the nonlinear wave equation for D(x, t): 
t32 d ~2 
-~  D(x, t) + -~ E [D(x, t)] = ~x 2 E[D(x, /)] (108) 
and an effective attack on the problem of global existence of C 2 solutions for initial-value 
problems for equation (108) can most probably be made by employing the energy method of 
Matsumura [36]: this involves, essentially, the construction of an appropriate "energy" functional 
for equation (108), a demonstration that the relevant energy functional is controllably small, i.e. 
small whenever the initial data are small in a suitable norm, and the subsequent use of Sobolov 
inequalities to obtain pointwise bounds on derivatives appearing in the definition of the energy; 
these latter pointwise stimates are then used to extend the locally defined solution to all of [0, 0o) 
and the method also yields information on the asymptotic behavior of solutions as t ~ + ~.  An 
outline of the energy argument promulgated in Ref. [36], and its application to a problem in 
nonlinear viscoelasticity, may be found in the recent monograph [35] by this author; an application 
of these energy arguments to initial-value problems for the nonlinear wave equation (108) will 
appear in Ref. [39]. 
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